Pablo Clark Maranello tour 2019:
RESTAURANT MONTANA: Near the Fiorano race track, in the heart of a
territory historically associated with Ferrari, the Paolucci family presents the
“Ristorante Montana” with its original atmosphere, a unique experience, a
mixture of culinary art and motor car culture. Guests can appreciate dishes
from the Region of Emilia in a gallery of memorabilia from the world of
automobiles. A large and informal room where you may encounter the
personages who have brought success to the “Cavallino rampante”.

PLANET HOTEL is a brand new welcome centre recently built in
Maranello opposite the Ferrari car factory. This well located Hotel has
five-storeys and a fine brick façade. To welcome you upon you arrival is
our elegant foyer and its décor inspired by details from the Ferrari myth.
Considering that the Hotel is located between the Ferrari factory and its
Fiorano race track, there is no doubt that Ferrari fans and lovers will find
the Hotel the ideal place to be.

AUTOFFICINA BONINI CARLO:Based in Cadelbosco di
Sopra, a small town near Reggio Emilia, for nearly 30 years
the Bonini auto repair garage has been providing
mechanical assistance specifically dedicated to the
"Ferraris" of Maranello. By no coincidence, it has been
officially authorised as a Ferrari Service for years and has the most modern electronic equipment for
diagnosis and tuning. All this without forgetting the historical Ferraris on which the company actively
performs all kinds of restoration and repairs. In 2008, the Bonini garage opened a special
department dedicated specifically to garaging their customers’ cars.

LA NOCE BALSAMIC VINEGAR FARM: The name "La Noce"
originates from the presence in this ancient village of
several walnut trees, the largest of which stood where it
was built (about 200 years ago), the Hotel-Tavern of the
same name, the existing building in front of the restaurant now .From that we derive two
tables large plant owned by our family still massive. Towards the end of the 800, the greatgrandfather Francesco Muzzarelli took over the management of this hotel where, among
other things, had stayed for ten days.

La Noce has been producing traditional balsamic vinegar of Modena for five generations, the
vinegar is stored in front of the 300 year house. Trebbiano Mountain offers the best raw
material to feed the vinegar. Not far away is an old vineyard, where grapes are grown and
produce an interesting grape vine. The two vineyards are not fertilized or irrigated.

PITLANE RED PASSION MARANELLO: allows passionate enthusiasts the opportunity of driving a road
going Ferrari around the hills of Maranello. Guests will be able to choose from a range of Ferraris.

FERRARI MUSEUM MARANELLO: A true custodian of the myth,
the Museo Ferrari of Maranello, the Company’s official exhibition,
receives over 200,000 fans from all parts of the world every year.
It houses cars, images and trophies that have characterized the history of the brand and have been
hugely successful on commercial markets and worldwide circuits
This is one of the reasons why the Museo Ferrari is not just a museum, that is a static collection of
cars and objects, but a dynamic exhibition that is constantly renewed from time to time.The
museum is divided into theme areas, and each one is capable to meet the expectations of race fans
and expert connoisseurs of vintage cars: Formula One, Sports and Sports-Prototype cars, the GT
world. One of the exhibition novelties introduced this year is the Hall of Victories, which celebrates
the most recent successes of the Scuderia through an overview of the world champion racers from
1999 to 2008, together with over 110 trophies, a property of the museum, and the original helmets

of the nine world champion drivers in the history of the Scuderia. Additionally, the Red Campus
teaching laboratory is dedicated to the youths visiting the Museo Ferrari with their schoolmates or
families.
This is an interactive space where the youths can expand,
through exercises and simulations, the theme areas that
make the Ferrari company a model of excellence, that is
technological innovation, teamwork, style and design. The
laboratory is a part of the wider program called Red Campus for schools, which consists of a series of
teaching modules and guided tours focusing on three themes: Innovation, Team, and Emotion.

CARISMA RESTAURANT AND PIZZERIA: In tune with its refined design and
welcoming style, Carisma Restaurant & Pizzeria is the ideal place to treat your palate
and take a delightful break. On summer it is possible to enjoy its excellent culinary
tradition in the fancy outdoor veranda which faces on the lively main square of
Maranello Carisma Restaurant, within the Hotel Domus but independently operated,
is open every day from 12.00 to 15.00 and from 19.00 to midnight.

ENZO FERRARI MUSEUM MODENA: Unlike the Ferrari
Museum in nearby Maranello, the Enzo Ferrari museum
focuses more on the man behind Ferrari than on the
cars themselves.
Make no mistake about it, there are still plenty of cars
on display, all with historical significance and all treated
as works of art. Each vehicle shown is surrounded by
historical documents, racing memorabilia and, when
possible, video footage of the car in action.

The museum facility itself is an interesting blend of old and new. Located in the shadow of the
Maserati plant, the Enzo Museum incorporates the birthplace of Ferrari himself, as well as his
workshop and a modern structure designed by Future Systems of London.
While the restored factory retains its original look, the futuristic museum is finished in Modena
Yellow, the same color chosen by Ferrari for the background of his “prancing horse” emblem. The
museum occupies some 54,000 square feet of floor space, and includes a digital archive, a
conference room, a cafe and a gift shop.

And much much more..

